Siemens Healthineers
Training Center
Kemnath, Germany
Training Location
Siemens Healthcare GmbH
Components Division
Röntgenstraße 19-21
95478 Kemnath
Phone: +499131845005 (Administration Office Erlangen)
Hotels
Hotel Wiesend
Hauptstr. 15
95508 Kulmain
Phone: +49 9642 930 0
E-Mail: info@hotel-wiesend.de

Landgasthof Goldener Engel
Oberer Markt 4
95478 Kemnath
Phone: +49 9642 914138
E-Mail: kontakt@goldener-engel.de

Gasthof Zur goldenen Krone und weißes Roß
Stadtplatz 26
95478 Kemnath
Phone: +49 9642 449
E-Mail: mail@gasthof-kormann.de

Wellvital Landhaus zum Hirschen
Unterer Markt 35a
95478 Waldeck bei Kemnath
Phone: +49 9642 704310
E-Mail: info@wellvital-landhaus.de

Hotels listed above do not offer junior suites or kitchenettes. In general, the rooms have no equipment to prepare meals.
There are restaurants at all localities, local style cuisine is predominant. Students may visit the factory's cafeteria for lunch
(only prepaid guest cards). Students who prefer certain diets may want to rent a car, for the convenience of a broader
choice of provision (See also 'Transportation').

Arrival by Airplane
The nearest airport is Nuremberg (NUE). You will have to take a taxi or train or drive to Kemnath
with a rental car (about 100km distance).

Arrival by Train/Public Transport
Nearest stations are Kemnath/Neustadt (3km), Kirchenlaibach (12km).
Alternatively, arrival at the station Bayreuth Hauptbahnhof is possible. You would need to take a
taxi from Bayreuth to Kemnath.
If you are arriving at Nuremberg Airport, you can take the subway (right outside the terminal) to
Nuremberg main railway station (Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof). There are regional trains going from
Nuremberg to Kemnath/Neustadt, Kirchenlaibach or Bayreuth regularly.
Website of the German Rail Service (Deutsche Bahn)

Taxi Service
Taxi Priebe (24h service)
E-Mail: info@taxi-priebe.de
09642 - 2412

Taxi Pöllath (in Kulmain)
09642 92100

There are only a few Taxi operations in the near vicinity. Reservations can be made in advance.
Taxi from hotel to factory (depending on where you are staying): 15 - 20 Euro
Taxi from Nuremberg Airport to Kemnath (large distance): 150 - 200 Euro
Transportation
Students provide their own transportation from the hotels to the factory for the duration of the class.
There is no public transportation available at training hours.
Unfortunately there are no rental cars available in Kemnath. Therefore students need to arrange in advance to have either
a car available or share rides with co-students. Depending on where you arrive, you may be able to rent a car there.
Rental Car
If you need a rental car and arrive at Nuremberg Airport, please have a look at the rental car services available there:
https://www.airport-nuernberg.de/autovermieter
Expenses
You and your organization are responsible for all hotel expenses; therefore, a Siemens corporate credit card or other
suitable payment arrangement should be planned for in advance.

What to Bring?
Laptop: The courses are paperless! This means you will need to bring a laptop to class. Please do not forget your power
supply and a power adapter for Germany. If you do not bring your laptop, you may want to reschedule the course until
you can get one. We do not have rental laptops.
Dosimeter: Bring your personal dosimeter to courses in Kemnath.

Safety
Security Badge: Due to current security measures, photo ID badges must be worn at all times at Siemens. We will assist
you with this process upon your arrival, and we kindly ask that you turn badge in when you leave at the end of the
course.
• Dosimeter: Bring your personal dosimeter to courses in Kemnath.
• Shoes: For safety reasons, no open-toe shoes or sandals may be worn in the facility.
• Photography: No photography is allowed within the Siemens building.
• Personal Safety: As you will be working on potentially dangerous equipment, please follow instructor and posted
rules at all times.

Information about the Region
Official Site of Kemnath (German only)
Official Site of Bayreuth
Enjoy your stay in Kemnath!

